
Climb Mount Meru

Free cancellation up to 3 day(s) prior departure, after which the tour cancellation policy applies.

Activities:
Mountaineering
Nature
Trekking and Hiking

Travel Style: Premium
Guiding Type: Live Guide/Instructor
Activities:

English
Tour Vibe: Active
Guiding Type: Live Guide/Instructor
Recommended For:

Couple
Family/Kids
For Art Lovers
LGBTQ
Senior
Solo
Women
Wheelchair Accessible
Youth

Country:
Africa
Tanzania

Routes:
Momella Gate
Mount Meru
Momella-Seen
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Pickup: At Your hotel;

  From:7:00 AM
  To:7:00 AM

Drop-off: At Your hotel;

  From:2:00 PM
  To:5:00 PM

Age Range: 10 - 100 (Years Old)
Tour Highlights:

On your trek you might come across large game such as giraffes, buffaloes, baboons, elephants, antelopes
and colobus monkeys. As the vegetation changes from dense mountain rainforest into heather and moorland
and finally alpine desert, the frequency of animals you will see becomes scarcer, shifting your focus from
animals to landscape. You will be accompanied by an armed park ranger on your tour.

Tour Introduction: 

Mount Meru stands at a height of 4,566 m, and mark as the second highest mountain in Tanzania and the fifth
highest on the African Continent. Its distinct appearance was formed around 250,000 years ago by a
tremendous volcanic eruption that destroyed the entire eastern flank, leaving a horseshoe-shaped crater. Not
only does Mount Meru boast impressive views and diverse vegetation, it also gives you the chance to see
some wildlife in the form of a walking safari.

Itinerary:
Day 1: Momella gate to Miriakamba hut
  After breakfast depart Moshi about 8:30 a.m drive to Momella gate. Make payment and
start the climb with picnic lunch to the first hut called Miriakamba hut. Dinner and
overnight - Miriakamba hut (3 ½ hrs).

Day 2: Second Hut to Saddle hut
  After breakfast we proceed with a climb to second hut called Saddle. This is too steep
part compared to the first part (2 ½). During the afternoon, client can decide to attempt
climbing little Meru peak and back. Dinner and overnight - Saddle hut.

Day 3: Summiting day then dropping done
  Wake up at middle-night and have a cup of tea before starting attempt big Meru peak.
Proceed to summit crossing rocky path and back to Saddle hut for full breakfast. Then
short rest and leave Saddle hut and descend down to Momella gate via first hut
(Miriakamba). On the way back you path though Momella Lakes for a game viewing to
Moshi.

WHAT’S INCLUDED 
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Location Nights Type Property
Name

Rating Occupancy

Pickup & Drop-Off

Guide

Meals

Transport

Private Vehicle

WHAT’S EXCLUDED

Flights
Insurance
Transport
Other Excluded:

Flights
Tips to mountain crew
Items of a personal nature
Laundry Services
A doctor for the group
Portable flush toilet with a toilet tent is extra (US$100 per toilet + toilet tent)

Covid Safety 

We do follow all steps to be safe under the guidelines of WHO

Tour Cancellation Policy 

Free cancellation up to 3 day(s) prior departure, Or traveler will pay 20 % of the tour amount

Good To Know 

FAQs 
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